Instructions Granny Square small

Start with a magic ring, also called magic circle, or chain 5 and ss in to first chain.
Rnd 1: ch4 (=1dc,1ch), 1dc + 1ch 11 times into circle. Join with a ss in 3rd ch. Pull on free
end to tighten magic circle. 12dc total.
Rnd 2: Start in a ch 1 space. Attach new color as desired. ch 3 (=1dc), 1dc, ch1, *2dc,
ch1* in remaining spaces. Join with ss in 3rd ch. 12 groups of 2dc.
Rnd 3: Start in a ch 1 space. Attach new color as desired. ch 3 (=1dc), 2dc, ch1, *3dc,
ch1* in remaining spaces. Join with ss in 3rd ch. 12 groups of 3dc.
Rnd 4: Start in a ch 1 space. Attach new color as desired. ch 4 (= 1 tr), 1tr, 3ch, 2 tr (first
corner) *ch 1, (4dc) in next ch space, 1 ch (4dc) in next space, 1 ch (2tr, ch3, 3tr) (=2nd
corner). Join with ss in top chain, trim yarn and fasten oﬀ. Weave in ends.
Larger Granny Square

Continue in the same colour as previous round, or choose your own new color.
Rnd 5: Attach the yarn in a 3-chain space of one of the corners.
- Chain 3, (counts as DC), 2 DC, ch3, 3DC in same space (= first corner)
- *ch1, 4 DC* in every chain space until the next corner (=3 chainspaces and 12 dc total)

-

Corner 2: ch1, (3dc, ch3, 3dc)_ in corner space.
*ch1, 4 dc* in each chain space until corner
Corner 3: ch1, (3dc, ch3, 3dc)_ in corner space.
*ch1, 4 dc* in each chain space until corner
Ch1 and slipstitch into top of first dc/
Cut oﬀ thread and weave in.

Make a tassel (see you-tube)
Choose a colour and wrap yarn about 20 x around a piece of cardboard of about 10 cm
long. Attach a piece of yarn at the top to bind everything together. Leave a little length in
order to attach to the crochet work.
Cut through all threads at bottom of cardboard and pull oﬀ.
Take a diﬀerent color and wind it around all the yarn 6 or 7 times about 1 cm from the top
to make tassel. Knot and pull thread though, cut oﬀ.
Attach the tassel with the two threads to the crochet-work, either in the middle or on a
corner, depending on what it’s for. Weave in threads in back.

Tassel in middle

US to UK terms
sc = UK dc
dc = UK tr
hdc = UK htr
tr = UK dtr
ss = slipstitch

tassel in corner

